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Do-Over - Niki Burnham 2011-01-04
When it comes to love, how many chances do you get? Girl meets prince.
Girl looses prince. Girl gets prince back -- right? Well, that's what Valerie
is hoping. She's back in Schwerinborg after spending some time with her
mother in the good ol' US of A, and hopes that sparks are still flying
between her and Georg. At first it looks like things are going great, until
a ski trip to the Alps has Val and Georg's romance hitting some moguls.
Could Val's love life be heading for a face-plant?
The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things
- Carolyn Mackler
2018-04-03
A Michael L. Printz Honor Book * An ALA Best Book for Young Adults * A
YALSA Teens' Top Ten Book * An NYPL Book for the Teen Age Carolyn
Mackler's Printz Honor book--starring the unforgettably funny, bodyconscious Virginia Shreves--returns in this 15th anniversary edition
featuring text updates and never-before-seen material from the author.
Fifteen-year-old Virginia feels like a plus-sized black sheep in her family,
especially next to her perfect big brother Byron. Not to mention her best
friend has moved, leaving Virginia to navigate an awkward relationship
with a boy alone. He might like her now . . . but she has her doubts about
how he'll react if he ever looks under all her layers of clothes. In order to
survive, Virginia decides to follow a “Fat Girl Code of Conduct,” which
works, until the unthinkable causes her family's façade to crumble. As
her world spins out of orbit, she realizes that being true to herself might
be the only way back. Told in a perfect blend of humor and heart, this
acclaimed Printz Honor winner resonates as much today as it did when it
first published, and now features a new author foreword, text updates,
and other bonus content.
The Flavor Thesaurus
- Niki Segnit 2012-05-01
A career flavor scientist who has worked with such companies as Lindt,
Coca-Cola and Cadbury organizes food flavors into 160 basic ingredients,
explaining how to combine flavors for countless results, in a reference
that also shares practical tips and whimsical observations.
Stay - Deb Caletti 2012-03-20
In a remote corner of Washington State where she and her father have
gone to escape her obsessive boyfriend, Clara meets two brothers who
captain a sailboat, a lighthouse keeper with a secret, and an old friend of
her father who knows his secrets.
Taking Power - John Foran 2005-11-17
Taking Power analyzes the causes behind some three dozen revolutions
in the Third World between 1910 and the present. It advances a theory
that seeks to integrate the political, economic, and cultural factors that
brought these revolutions about, and links structural theorizing with
original ideas on culture and agency. It attempts to explain why so few
revolutions have succeeded, while so many have failed. The book is
divided into chapters that treat particular sets of revolutions including
the great social revolutions of Mexico 1910, China 1949, Cuba 1959, Iran
1979, and Nicaragua 1979, the anticolonial revolutions in Algeria,
Vietnam, Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe from the 1940s to the
1970s, and the failed revolutionary attempts in El Salvador, Peru, and
elsewhere. It closes with speculation about the future of revolutions in an
age of globalization, with special attention to Chiapas, the postSeptember 11 world, and the global justice movement.
Artists' Magazines - Gwen Allen 2011
During the 1960s and 1970s, magazines became an important new site of
artistic practice, functioning as an alternative exhibition space for the
dematerialized practices of conceptual art. Allen looks at the most
important of these magazines in their heyday and compiles an illustrated
directory of hundreds of others.
Proud to be Flesh - Josephine Berry Slater 2009
Dedicated to an analysis of culture and politics after the net, Mute
magazine has, since its inception in 1994, consistently challenged the
grandiose claims of the digital revolution. This anthology offers an
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expansive collection of some of Mute's finest articles and is thematically
organised around key contemporary issues: Direct Democracy and its
Demons; Net Art to Conceptual Art and Back; I, Cyborg - Reinventing the
Human; of Commoners and Criminals; Organising Horizontally; Art
and/against Business; Under the Net - City and Camp; Class and
Immaterial Labour; The Open Work. The result is both an impressive
overview and an invaluable sourcebook of contemporary culture in its
widest sense
Breaking Up Is Hard to Do - Lynda Sandoval 2008
Four tales by four different authors look at different sides of the end of a
first love, presenting each author's trademark style within her story.
Original.
Scary Beautiful - Niki Burnham 2011-07-12
Chloe Rand's life is great. She has a serious boyfriend, she's about to
start her junior year of high school, and she has a tight group of
girlfriends. But when her boyfriend moves across the country and
decides the long-distance-relationship thing just isn't for him, Chloe's
devastated. Worse, she soon learns that when you're the prettiest girl in
school and totally unattached, everyone starts treating you differently.
Girls don't trust you, guys aren't sure what to make of you, and everyone
assumes you're either spoiled, dumb, or both. Chloe realizes that she's
been living the last few years in a bubble and decides to do something
about it. But when she falls for Billy, a total geek, will it make her
situation better...or worse? Scary Beautiful A Romantic Comedy for every
girl who has fallen for the wrong guy
Sabriya- Ulfat Idlibī 1997
This series is designed to bring to North American readers the onceunheard voices of writers who have achieved wide acclaim at home, but
are not recognized beyond the borders of their native lands. With special
emphasis on women writers, Interlink's Emerging Voices series publishes
the best of the world's contemporary literature in translation or original
English.
Royally Crushed - Niki Burnham 2011-07-26
Three royally romantic, continuous stories in one great bind-up! In
Royally Jacked, Valerie opts to move to Europe with her dad after her
parents split. At first she fears she’s made a horrible mistake—until she
meets Prince Georg, and all bets are off! In Spin Control, Valerie can’t
believe a prince is her first real boyfriend—until he dumps her! Or he
may as well have, because while they’re “taking some space,” Valerie
visits her mom back in the U.S. and ends up reconnecting with her
hometown crush. David might not be a prince, but can he take her mind
off Georg? As Valerie learns in Do-Over, there’s no substitute for the real
royal thing. Back in Schwerinborg, she’s hoping there are still some
sparks flying with Georg. Things are looking good—until a ski trip to the
Alps has their romance hitting some moguls. Could Val’s love life be
heading for a face-plant?
Beyond Modern Sculpture - 1982
The Ex Games - Jennifer Echols 2009-09-08
Brace yourself for the battle of the exes.... Hayden and Nick used to be a
hot item, but their brief affair ended with a highly publicized breakup.
Now the two are "just friends," excluding the occasional flirtation. When
Hayden wins the girls' division of a local snowboarding competition, Nick
is unimpressed, claiming that Hayden wouldn't have a chance against a
guy. Hayden calls Nick's bluff and challenges him to a head-to-head
boarding contest. Their mutual friends quickly take sides, the girls on
Hayden's and the boys on Nick's, making for an all-out battle of the
sexes. This friendly competition is bound to get heated -- and they might
end up igniting some old flames.
Ink - Amanda Sun 2013-07-01
Ink is in their blood. On the heels of a family tragedy, Katie Greene must
move halfway across the world. Stuck with her aunt in Shizuoka, Japan,
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Katie feels lost. Alone. She doesn't know the language, she can barely
hold a pair of chopsticks and she can't seem to get the hang of taking her
shoes off whenever she enters a building. When Katie meets aloof but
gorgeous Tomohiro, the star of the school's kendo team, she is intrigued
by him…and a little scared. His tough attitude seems meant to keep her
at a distance, and when they're near each other, strange things happen.
Pens explode. Ink drips from nowhere. And unless Katie is seeing things,
drawings come to life. Somehow Tomo is connected to the kami,
powerful ancient beings who once ruled Japan—and as feelings develop
between Katie and Tomo, things begin to spiral out of control. The wrong
people are starting to ask questions, and if they discover the truth, no
one will be safe.
Faking 19- Alyson Noël 2011-02-15
On the surface, seventeen-year-old Alex has it made. She’s beautiful and
smart, plus she’s best friends with M, the absolute most popular girl in
school. Feeling bored with their fancy Orange County suburban town,
Alex and M decide to check out L.A.’s glitzy nightlife scene. Pretending
to be nineteen, Alex and M meet Trevor and Connor, two rich older guys.
At first Alex can’t believe her luck—she gets to hang out at hip
Hollywood house parties and downtown L.A. clubs. These weekend trips
into the city become the perfect distraction for Alex, who is secretly
struggling with her failing senior-year grades, her absentee father, and
her clueless mom. But after the initial fun wears off for Alex, she is
forced to re-evaluate her friendship with M, who is hiding some secrets
beneath her perfect Burberry-clad exterior…
We Hold this Treasure - Steven E. Koop 1998
Based Upon interviews and correspondence with more than four hundred
former patients, We Hold This Treasure is the inspiring story of the first
state-funded hospital in the United States to provide care for indigent,
handicapped children.
Sweet 16 - Kate Brian 2010-05-11
Teagan Phillips is obnoxiously rich, obnoxiously fashionable, and, this
year, she's obnoxiously turning sixteen. No one's sweet sixteen party will
be as glitzy, glamorous, decadent, and, well, obnoxious as Teagan's
sweet sixteen party. She might single-handedly take the sweet out of
sweet sixteen. In typical fashion, nothing is quite right for Teagan on the
night of her sweet sixteen party. When a slew of unfortunate events
unfold at what was supposed to be the sweet sixteen event of the
century, she hits rock bottom, literally, by falling down the stairs into the
wine cellar. When she comes to, a strange woman is standing over her.
What happens next will bring Teagan back in time to when she was a
sweet little girl with two parents, before her mother died and her father
threw himself into his work. She'll be forced to face the choices she made
that led her to be the person she is on her sixteenth birthday. And with
the help of her fairy godmother (or whoever the heck the creepy woman
in white is), this will be the sweetest of all sixteens.
Beach Lane - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-05-07
Three teenage girls from different backgrounds work for a summer in the
Hamptons as au pairs for a wealthy family, and in spite of many ups and
downs, all three end up changing for the better.
Now Starring Vivien Leigh Reid
- Yvonne Collins 2006-01-10
Vivien decides to spend a summer with her mother and gets a part in a
soap-opera.
Fireworks - Niki Burnham 2007
Breakups, make-ups, and first crushes fill the long days of summer in a
collection of four young adult romances from various teen authors,
including Erin Haft and Lauren Myracle. Original. 35,000 first printing.
Guyaholic - Carolyn Mackler 2012-02-28
"Mackler’s unsentimental feel for how kids think and talk, and how they
go about entering the grown-up world, makes V’s journey engrossing." -THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOKS REVIEW Ever since V’s mom dumped
her with her grandparents, she’s bounced from guy to guy. That is, until
a fateful hockey puck lands her in the lap of Sam Almond, who is
different from the start. But V makes an irreversible mistake at her
graduation party and risks losing Sam forever, spurring her on a
crosscountry road trip to visit her mom in hopes of putting two thousand
miles between herself, Sam, and the wreckage of that night. With humor
and compassion, Carolyn Mackler takes readers on an unforgettable ride
of missed exits, misadventures, and the kind of epiphanies that come
only when you’re on a route you’ve never taken before.
Spike and Dru - Christopher Golden 2017-09-26
"You got Slayer problems? You know what I find works real good with
Slayers? Killing them." -- Spike It's 1940, and Europe is ravaged by World
War II -- an ideal environment for demon paramours Spike and Drusilla.
The anniversary of Dru's resurrection as a vamp impends, and Spike
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wants to celebrate. What better gift than Freya's Strand -- a powerful
necklace rumored to allow its wearer to shape-shift at will? Spike learns
of a demon named Skrymir, who claims to possess the bauble and is
willing to trade. Spike's task is to infiltrate the Watcher's Council
headquarters and get his hands on the list of young women in training to
take over as Slayer should they be called. In exchange for Freya's
Strand, Spike must kill the reining Slayer, a brazen young woman named
Sophie, as well as the Slayers-in-Waiting. And if he succeeds, it could
mean the end of the Chosen One -- all of the Chosen Ones -- forever....
Anna and the French Kiss - Stephanie Perkins 2013-12-16
Anna is less than thrilled to be shipped off to boarding school in Paris,
leaving a fledgling romance behind – until she meets Étienne St. Clair.
Smart, charming, beautiful, Étienne has it all...including a girlfriend. But
in the City of Light, wishes have a way of coming true. Will a year of
romantic near-misses end with a longed-for French kiss? "Magical...really
captures the feeling of being in love" - Cassandra Clare, author of The
Mortal Instruments series NPR's Year's Best Teen Reads, 2010. NPR's
100 Best-Ever Teen Novels, Number 53. Cybils Award Finalist for Young
Adult Fiction, 2011. YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults. 2012 list
YALSA's Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults: Forbidden Romance,
2012. TAYSHAS Reading List, 2012. Georgia Peach Book Award for Teen
Readers, Honor, 2012-13.
The Book of Rock Lists - Dave Marsh 1981
Gathers unusual and little-known facts about rock and roll performers,
groups, recordings, and history
Royally Jacked - Niki Burnham 2010-05-11
Valerie's life is pretty good. While she's not the most popular girl in
school, she does have decent grades, great friends, and a potential
boyfriend. All a girl could want. Then her mother announces that (1)
she's gay, and (2) she's leaving Valerie's dad for her girlfriend. Not what
Valerie envisioned for her future. And just when Valerie is getting over
this bombshell, her father tells her he's gotten a new job as protocol
chief for the royal family of some obscure European country. Valerie's
world has come unglued. She can either stay in Virginia with her mom
and her über-organized, veggie-burger-eating girlfriend, or go with her
dad, leaving everything she knows for some place she's never heard of.
Valerie opts to go, and quickly discovers that it was a mistake -- until she
meets the prince, and all bets are off!
Start with Why - Simon Sinek 2011-12-27
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked us to find
our WHY Discover the book that is captivating millions on TikTok and
that served as the basis for one of the most popular TED Talks of all
time—with more than 56 million views and counting. Over a decade ago,
Simon Sinek started a movement that inspired millions to demand
purpose at work, to ask what was the WHY of their organization. Since
then, millions have been touched by the power of his ideas, and these
ideas remain as relevant and timely as ever. START WITH WHY asks
(and answers) the questions: why are some people and organizations
more innovative, more influential, and more profitable than others? Why
do some command greater loyalty from customers and employees alike?
Even among the successful, why are so few able to repeat their success
over and over? People like Martin Luther King Jr., Steve Jobs, and the
Wright Brothers had little in common, but they all started with WHY.
They realized that people won't truly buy into a product, service,
movement, or idea until they understand the WHY behind it. START
WITH WHY shows that the leaders who have had the greatest influence
in the world all think, act and communicate the same way—and it's the
opposite of what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful idea The
Golden Circle, and it provides a framework upon which organizations can
be built, movements can be led, and people can be inspired. And it all
starts with WHY.
The Fame Game - Lauren Conrad 2012-04-03
In Hollywood, fame can be found on every corner and behind any door.
You just have to know where to look for it. Nineteen-year-old Madison
Parker made a name for herself as best frenemy of nice-girl-next-door
Jane Roberts on the hot reality show L.A. Candy. Now Madison's ready
for her turn in the spotlight and she'll stop at nothing to get it. Sure,
she's the star of a new show, but with backstabbing friends and
suspicious family members trying to bring her down, Madison has her
work cut out for her. Plus, there's a new nice girl in "reality"
town—aspiring actress Carmen Price, the daughter of Hollywood
royalty—and she's a lot more experienced at playing the fame game...
When the camera's start rolling, whose star will shine brighter? Filled
with characters both familiar and new, Lauren Conrad's series about the
highs and lows of being famous delivers Hollywood gossip and drama at
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every turn.
Africa from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Century - Bethwell A.
Ogot 1992-01-01
One of UNESCO's most important publishing projects in the last thirty
years, the General History of Africa marks a major breakthrough in the
recognition of Africa's cultural heritage. Offering an internal perspective
of Africa, the eight-volume work provides a comprehensive approach to
the history of ideas, civilizations, societies and institutions of African
history. The volumes also discuss historical relationships among Africans
as well as multilateral interactions with other cultures and continents.
William Shakespeare's Star Wars - Ian Doescher 2013-07-09
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga
reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare
himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical
monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return
once more to a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of George
Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The
saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess
held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all
the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter,
stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden
Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in
the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an
Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book
you’re looking for.
Going Too Far- Jennifer Echols 2012-12-13
High school senior Meg revels in being a rebel; cutting class whenever
possible and hanging out anywhere she's not supposed to be. Like on a
railroad-tracks-covered bridge that's off-limits to trespassers. When she
and her friends are busted for trespassing and underage drinking, she's
sentenced to spend her spring break riding along with a rookie police
officer on his nightshift patrol. To make things worse the cop, John After,
is only two years older than Meg, and is sure that he knows all he needs
to about her. John has nothing but contempt for her childish rebellion,
but that's fine, because the feelings mutual - his straight-laced, by-thebook attitude is everything that Meg hates. But they're about to discover
that they have a lot more in common than either one of them could have
dreamed and, as they're forced to spend time together, sparks fly and a
hot attraction between them becomes undeniable…
Goddess Games - Niki Burnham 2007-05-22
Working together at the posh King's Crown Resort and Spa in Colorado,
Seneca, Drew, and Claire end up as roommates and close friends as
romantic relationships, family dramas, and personal struggles are
managed over the course of one long summer.
Flirtin' With the Monster - Ellen Hopkins 2009-05-12
Where is the line between truth and fiction? Why do love and addiction
so often go hand in hand? What does the real "Kristina" think about the
way her story is told in Crank and Glass? Crank and Glass have always
been more than just stories. Join their author Ellen Hopkins and a host of
other writers as they delve deep into Kristina's story, from the straight
truth on the physical effects of methamphetamine addiction to the
psychological consequences of keeping secrets (and how Hopkins' books
have encouraged so many teens to reveal theirs). With an essay by
Ellen's real-life daughter (the basis for the character of "Kristina") that
tells her version of the events that inspired the books—along with
perspectives from "Scott," "Jake," and 10-year-old "Hunter," the baby
from Crank—Flirtin' with the Monster is a compelling journey through
the complexities of Hopkins' beloved bestselling works.
Cengage Advantage Books: Analyzing Politics
- Ellen Grigsby 2014-01-01
Provide a description about the book that does not include any
references to package elements. This description will provide a
description where the core, text-only product or an eBook is sold. Please
remember to fill out the variations section on the PMI with the book only
information. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Spin Control - Niki Burnham 2010-05-11
Valerie Winslow never thought life in the tiny country of Schwerinborg
could be so great. But then she never thought she would be dating the
prince of Schwerinborg either! Georg, a real prince, is also her first real
boyfriend. And then everything falls apart. Georg's decided they need to
cool off for a while and her dad's sending her back to Virginia to visit her
mom. Valerie's bummed -- until she decides to go out with her old crush,
David Anderson. David may not be a prince, but maybe he'll take her
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mind off of Georg -- or will he?
Sticky Fingers - Niki Burnham 2010-05-11
Busting my a makes me feel good. Bulletproof, that's how Jenna
Kassarian sees herself. It's all about control: As long as she works hard,
nothing can hurt her. So Jenna constantly pushes -- for perfect grades,
the ideal boyfriend, the best, best friend. The only problem is, she doesn't
know if she can stop. If she relaxes even for a second, she's afraid she'll
lose control completely. Then Jenna decides it's now or never. She goes
to a party and has one drink. But one drink is all it takes for her perfect
facade to shatter. Suddenly she realizes straight A's can't protect you in
the real world.
Royally Jacked - Niki Burnham 2003-12-23
Valerie's life is pretty good. While she's not the most popular girl in
school, she does have decent grades, great friends, and a potential
boyfriend. All a girl could want. Then her mother announces that (1)
she's gay, and (2) she's leaving Valerie's dad for her girlfriend. Not what
Valerie envisioned for her future. And just when Valerie is getting over
this bombshell, her father tells her he's gotten a new job as protocol
chief for the royal family of some obscure European country. Valerie's
world has come unglued. She can either stay in Virginia with her mom
and her über-organized, veggie-burger-eating girlfriend, or go with her
dad, leaving everything she knows for some place she's never heard of.
Valerie opts to go, and quickly discovers that it was a mistake -- until she
meets the prince, and all bets are off!
Forget You - Jennifer Echols 2012-12-13
A sexy romance that fans of Simone Elkeles and Jamie McGuire will fall
in love with… There's a lot Zoey would like to forget. Like how her father
has knocked-up his twenty-four-year-old girlfriend. Like her mom's
nervous breakdown. Like Doug, the darkly handsome bad boy, who
taunts her at school… Worried that her life is becoming a complete mess,
Zoey fights back the only way she knows how, by making sure that she's
perfect - the perfect daughter, the perfect student and the perfect
girlfriend to ultra-popular football player, Brandon. But then Zoey is in a
car crash and can't remember anything about the night it happened. She
should have been with Brandon, but he doesn't seem to know anything
about the accident - and, more confusingly, doesn't seem to care. Only
Doug, who saved her from the wreckage, has the answers Zoey so
desperately needs, but he's the last person she wants to rely on,
especially as he's acting like something happened between them that
night. Which can't be true, can it? But with her thoughts full of Doug and
strangely empty of Brandon, Zoey starts to question her feelings for the
two boys and whether being perfect is more important than following
your heart.
Faking 19 - Alyson Noël 2007-04-01
On the surface, 17-year-old Alex has it made; she is beautiful and smart.
Plus, she's best friends with M., the absolute most popular girl in school.
Feeling bored with their fancy Orange County suburban town, Alex and
M. decide to check out L.A.'s glitzy nightlife scene. Pretending to be 19,
Alex and M. meet Trevor and Connor, two rich older guys. At first, Alex
can't believe her luck--she gets to hang out at hip Hollywood
houseparties and downtown L.A. clubs. These weekend trips into the city
become the perfect distraction for Alex, who is secretly struggling with
her failing senior year grades, her absentee father, and her clueless
mom. But, after the initial fun wears off for Alex, she is forced to
reevaluate her friendship with M., who is hiding some secrets beneath
her perfect Burberry-clad exterior...in Alyson Noël's Faking 19.
The Islam Quintet - Tariq Ali 2014-01-14
Five nuanced and powerful historical novels depicting the clashes among
Muslims, Christians, and Jews from the Crusades to twenty-first-century
London. Celebrated British-Pakistani journalist and author Tariq Ali
takes a mind-expanding journey through the ages with these five
acclaimed works of fiction, available now in one collection. Shadows of
the Pomegranate Tree: “Ali captures the humanity and splendor of
Muslim Spain” in “an enthralling story, unraveled with thrift and verve”
(The Independent). For the doomed Moors, the fall of Granada and the
approaching forces of Christendom bring not peace but the sword. The
Book of Saladin: After Saladin reclaims the holy city of Jerusalem from
the Crusaders, he turns to a Jewish scribe to record his story, which
Edward Said calls “a narrative for our time, haunted by distant events
and characters who are closer to us than we had dreamed.” The Stone
Woman: “Ali paints a vivid picture of a fading world,” proclaims the New
York Times Book Review, as a distant descendant of an exiled Ottoman
courtier suffers a stroke in Istanbul, and his family rushes to his side to
hear his last stories. A Sultan in Palermo: In “a marvelously paced and
boisterously told novel of intrigue, love, insurrection and manipulation,”
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cartographer Muhammad al-Idrisi is caught between his friendship with
King Roger of Sicily and the resentments of his fellow Muslims (The
Guardian). Night of the Golden Butterfly: A Lahore-born writer living in
London is called back to his homeland by an old friend who, at seventyfive, has finally fallen in love. “If Pakistan is a land of untold stories,”
writes the New Statesman, Ali is “the country’s finest historian and
critic.”
Royally Yours- Emma Chase 2018-10-30
Princess Lenora Celeste Beatrice Arabella Pembrook had an unusual
childhood. She was raised to be a Queen—the first Queen of Wessco. It’s
a big deal. When she’s crowned at just nineteen, the beautiful young
monarch is prepared to rule. She’s charming, clever, confident and
cunning. What she isn’t…is married. It’s her advising council’s first
priority. It’s what Parliament is demanding, and what her people want.
Lenora has no desire to tie herself to a man—particularly one who only
wants her for her crown. But compromises must be made and royals
must do their duty. Even Queens. Especially them. ** Years ago, Edward
Langdon Richard Dorian Rourke, walked away from his title and country.
Now he’s an adventurer—climbing mountains, exploring jungles, going
wherever he wants, when he wants—until family devotion brings him
home. And a sacred promise keeps him there. To Edward, the haughty,
guarded little Queen is intriguing, infuriating…and utterly captivating.
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Wanting her just might drive him mad—or become his greatest
adventure. ** Within the cold, stone walls of the royal palace—mistrust
threatens, wills clash, and an undeniable, passionate love will change the
future of the monarchy forever. Every dynasty has a beginning. Every
legend starts with a story. This is theirs. "If you've enjoyed watching The
Crown then you are going to go wild for this times about a thousand. All
of the mid-twentieth century royal flavoured atmosphere, along with as
much sweet and sensuous emotion and drama, you could ask for. The
whole series has been nothing short of delightful. And hot. Royally hot." Kylie Scott, New York Times bestselling author of It Seemed Like A Good
Idea at the Time "This was a lovely read. Lenora’s loneliness radiated off
the pages. Edward’s arrival saved both Lenora and me. It was a touching,
sexy, beautiful romance. I feel fortunate to have read it." –Jen Frederick,
New York Times bestselling author of Be Mine "With all the timeless
enchantment of a modern fairy tale, Emma Chase weaves a delightfully
romantic royal affair that took my breath away. Long Live Queen
Lenora!” –Natasha is a Book Junkie blog “Something about Emma
Chase’s writing creates a hungry hole inside me and sucks all of me in.
Lenny and Edward are two people with extraordinary lives who find the
gift of normalcy in the way they are able to love each other, and it's a
beautiful thing. I teared up, smiled widely and did not want to return to
real life.” –Sonali Dev, author of A Distant Heart
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